Simon Impey - "My friend and I had an excellent couple of days at the Siege Studios painting course. James and Ben both
were very knowledgeable, patient, and generous with their wisdom. I am very happy with the skills I have learnt and continue
to use them whenever I get a chance to paint!"
Dave Kelly - "Siege Studios' essentials master course covered a great range of techniques with super helpful, crystal clear
instructors. Excellent weekend and best hobby money I spent in 2016!"
Oliver Lim - “The two day painting class was absolutely brilliant. This course offers you insight to how the best painters do it,
with learning lots of great techniques to add to your skills. Everyone there is really helpful and they are all happy to share any
knowledge they have. I would highly recommend going on the course it will definitely help you improve you're painting skills.
You get enough time to try out all the different techniques you are shown, which is great as you get advice along the way to
help you. Also if you have any other burning questions about painting, the team are happy to answer any questions and even
help you do it when you get some free painting time at the end of the second day. Do note this is not a beginning to end
painting process of a model, but this show you multiple techniques which you can take away with you to use”
Nic Cote - The Siege Studios EMC course was a fantastic one for me. My being pretty new to the hobby, it gave me stacks of
tips and techniques for me to start painting effectively and efficiently. I particularly enjoyed learning the weathering techniques,
and the introduction to airbrush use was invaluable. A great friendly group of instructors who went out of their way to ensure the
course’s students leave having learnt as much as possible. Thank you siege studios for making it possible to approach a
gaming table with dignity!
Paul Warner - "Thanks to James and crew for a superb weekend. I enjoy watching painting tutorials online but there's nothing
like getting one to one tuition in person. I particularly enjoyed making the switch to using a wet palette. By the end of the first
day I had already painted my best ever faces and flesh tones. Plus seeing the guys own Golden Demon entries was very
inspiring. I hope to be back for any courses the Siege Studio guys run in the future"
Peter Watkins – “The EMC was great to learn and practice new techniques and skills and has given me so much more
confidence to paint and even win my local painting comp, plus the guys James and Ben have a wealth of knowledge and are so
happy to help you improve your skills I was happy to have gone on and completed the course. I recommend it to anyone”
Joe Kennington – “Basically I enjoy painting figures and wanted to improve. I had no idea what to expect from the course so I
went with a totally open mind and I couldn’t have been more pleased. The class is very well run, informative, practical, and the
guys at Siege Studio have a wealth of knowledge you can draw upon. I learnt and practised a fantastic collection of techniques.
More importantly for me, I got to see how expert painters work and control the paint. Not something that’s advertised but this
helped me out no end. I highly recommend this course”
Oliver Lim – “The two day painting class was absolutely brilliant. This course offers you insight to how the best painters do it,
with learning lots of great techniques to add to your skills. Everyone there is really helpful and they are all happy to share any
knowledge they have. I would highly recommend going on the course it will definitely help you improve you're painting skills.
You get enough time to try out all the different techniques you are shown, which is great as you get advice along the way to
help you. Also if you have any other burning questions about painting, the team are happy to answer any questions and even
help you do it when you get some free painting time at the end of the second day. Do note this is not a beginning to end
painting process of a model, but this shows you multiple techniques which you can take away with you to use”
Scot Fairburn – “This course was fantastic for me. You hear about all these processes, look at a few vids on YouTube but it’s
nothing like having someone there to guide you. I learnt so much and since doing the course I’m being told my miniatures have
improved so much. I too want to be able to paint like the images in white dwarf or online on various sites. I’m not there yet but
this course gave me so much to up my game and try harder. I’ve also scored numerous amounts of commissions I wasn't look
for since doing the course which has been an added bonus. To finish off the guys teaching have so much to share with you.
Sign up now, you won’t regret it. Since writing this testimonial I now have people from all over the world asking me to paint their
miniatures and I've also been approached by a very well-known games company also after my services. Again this course
helped no end to get me here. Sign up now”
Joe Bonsor – "I came away with my head completely full of new ideas and techniques, it really invigorated me to push my
painting further and have a go at entering competitions in the near future. I use the skills we learned on the course every day,
and I’ve been inspired to push my painting even further."
Matthew Marlow – “So lads this weekend Horus and el-Dorno went to Wayland Games and to Siege studios painting essential
course... It was a great time, loads of laughs and learnt tons.. The course was really well organised and set up, and could
clearly tell the structure and content had been thought about. The instructors were James, Rich and Ben and had a wealth of
enthusiasm, expertise and skill between them.. All the students work and panels came out great and pics look top! We learnt
faces, power weapons, wet palette, blends, weathering, more weathering and transfers. LOADS!! Check it out!”
Jimmy PH – “I always wanted to paint like the models in white dwarf. I heard that professional commission painters did
course’s, I found siege studios and was impressed! The course was excellent and very informative. Would highly recommend
this course to anyone”
Innes Clatworthy - This course was invaluable. So many useful techniques taught in a very professional and very well
structured. James and Ben are great teachers and very supportive. The course was also excellent value for money considering
you are getting two full days of tuition. Highly recommend.

